Funney and Dempsey Are Ready to Stage Ring's Greatest Drama Tonight

By Allen B. Good
Associated Press

Chicago, Sept. 25 -- The most anticipated boxing event of the year, the heavyweight championship fight between James J. Corbett and Bob Fitzsimmons, was held at the Auditorium Theatre, Chicago, tonight. The fight was a tremendous success, drawing a crowd of over 15,000 fans. The bout was the third meeting between the two fighters, with Corbett having won the first two matches. However, tonight's fight was the first to be held outdoors, under the open sky, and the fans were thrilled with the spectacle. The fight was exciting throughout, with both fighters putting in a strong performance. In the end, Corbett emerged victorious, retaining his championship title. The crowd was leftpeeching with excitement, and the atmosphere was electric. It was a night to remember for all who were there.